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Prolonged network lifetime, scalability, and load balancing are important requirements for many ad-hoc sensor
network applications [1]. To satisfy these requirements, several solutions have been proposed that exploit the
tradeoffs among energy, accuracy, and latency. Many solutions also use hierarchical (tiered) architectures, where
sensor nodes are clustered according to application-specific parameters. Several protocols and applications can
exploit such clustering techniques to increase scalability and reduce delays. Examples include routing protocols,
and applications requiring efficient data aggregation (e.g., computing the maximum detected radiation around an
object).

Clustering protocols have been previously investigated as either stand-alone protocols for ad-hoc networks, e.g.,
[2], [3], [4], [5], or in the context of routing protocols, e.g., [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In this work, we present a
stand-alone distributed clustering approach that considers a hybrid of energy and communication cost. Based on
this approach, we present a protocol, HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering) [11], which has five
primary goals: (i) operating in a completely distributed manner, (ii) prolonging network lifetime by distributing
energy consumption, (iii) terminating the clustering process within a constant number of iterations/steps, (iv)
minimizing control overhead (to be linear in the number of nodes), and (v) producing well-distributed cluster
heads and compact clusters. HEED does not make any assumptions about the distribution or density of nodes, or
about node capabilities, e.g., location-awareness. HEED assumes that all nodes are equally significant and energy
consumption is not necessarily uniform among nodes. To the best of our knowledge, no previously proposed
clustering protocol has addressed these goals in an integrated manner.

The HEED clustering operation is invoked at each node in order to decide if the node will elect to become a
cluster head or join a cluster. A cluster head is responsible for two important tasks: (1) intra-cluster coordination,
i.e., coordinating among nodes within its cluster, and (2) inter-cluster communication, i.e., communicating with
other cluster heads and/or external observers. The cluster range or radius is determined by the transmission power
level used for intra-cluster announcements and during clustering. We refer to this as the cluster power level. The
cluster power level should be set to one of the lower power levels of a node, to increase spatial reuse, and reserve
higher power levels for inter-cluster communication. Selecting cluster heads is based on two parameters: a primary
parameter and a secondary one. HEED uses the primary parameter to probabilistically select an initial set of cluster
heads, and the secondary parameter to “break ties.” A tie in this context means that a node falls within the “cluster
range” of more than one cluster head.

The primary parameter depends on the node residual energy. Thus, a node with high residual energy has a higher
chance of electing to become a cluster head. The secondary parameter is the intra-cluster “communication cost”.
This cost is a function of (i) cluster properties, such as cluster size, and (ii) whether or not variable power levels
are permissible for transmission within a cluster, i.e., if each node is allowed to use the minimum power level
to reach its cluster head or if all intra-cluster communication must use the same power level. If the power level
used for intra-cluster communication is fixed for all nodes, then the cost can be proportional to (i) node degree,
if the requirement is to distribute load among cluster heads, or (ii) ������	�
����	����� , if the requirement is to create
dense clusters. This means that a node joins the cluster head with minimum degree to distribute cluster head load
(possibly at the expense of increased interference and reduced spatial reuse), or joins the one with maximum degree
to create dense clusters. We use the terms minimum degree cost and maximum degree cost to denote these cost types.
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Consider the case when variable power levels are allowed for intra-cluster communication. Let ���������
	�� denote
the minimum power level required by a node �� , ��������� , to communicate with a cluster head � , where
� is the number of nodes within the cluster range. We define the average minimum reachability power (AMRP)
as the mean of the minimum power levels required by all � nodes within the cluster range to reach � , i.e.,� �������

���� �"!"# � �%$'& � �
# . If each node is allowed to select the appropriate power level to reach its cluster head,

then AMRP provides a good estimate of the communication cost. The AMRP of a node is a measure of the
expected intra-cluster communication energy consumption if this node becomes a cluster head. Using AMRP as
cost in selecting cluster heads is superior to just selecting the closest cluster head, since it provides a unified
mechanism for all nodes, including cluster heads, to break ties among tentative cluster heads.

The clustering operation in HEED is guaranteed to terminate in (*)+�-, iterations. The mechanism of breaking ties
according to cost also ensures that the probability of having two cluster heads within the same cluster range is
minimized, i.e., cluster heads are well-distributed in the network. We compare HEED with a generic weight-based
clustering protocol (such as DCA [2]) which guarantees that the selected cluster heads have the highest residual
power in their clusters, and no two cluster heads are within the same cluster range. Simulation results demonstrate
that HEED outperforms the generic approach in terms of several cluster characteristics, such as the variance in cluster
sizes and the percentage of single node clusters to the number of generated clusters. Results also show that HEED
produces cluster heads with high average residual energy (slightly less than those produced by the generic protocol).

We also apply our approach to a simple application, LEACH [9], to demonstrate its effectiveness in prolonging
the network lifetime and supporting data aggregation. In this application, a large set of sensor nodes continuously
report their information to a distant sink. Clustering this network reduces communication to the distant sink. HEED
outperforms an optimized version of LEACH [9] in terms of prolonging network lifetime. HEED consumes only a
small percentage of the total dissipated energy in the system. Finally, as the sink goes further, the network lifetime
decays more slowly in the case of HEED, compared to both LEACH and direct communication techniques.

Our clustering approach can be applied to the design of several types of sensor network protocols that require
energy efficiency, scalability, prolonged network lifetime, and load balancing. Although we have only provided
a protocol for building a single cluster layer, we can extend the protocol to multi-level hierarchies. This can be
achieved by recursive application at upper tiers using bottom-up cluster formation (similar to [4]). We are currently
investigating cluster size constraints in HEED. We are also incorporating HEED into a multi-hop power-aware
routing model for sensor networks with multiple external mobile observers.
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